
Easy and intuitive clinical trial management for organizations

of all sizes. Complete control. Full visibility.

Reduce study timelines with

a modern, easy-to-use cloud

application that streamlines

study management and

automates key activities

across the trial lifecycle.

Accelerate Trials

Streamline your clinical environment

and navigate complexity with a turn-

key platform for operations that

includes payments and monitoring

and delivers a seamless connection

with LifeSphere eTMF.

Navigate Complexity

 LIFESPHERE®

CTMS

Keep study teams aligned

and on time with a simple,

powerful clinical trial

management application that

provides full and real-time

oversight of trial activities.

Stay on Track

LifeSphere CTMS

LifeSphere CTMS is an easy-to-use trial management solution that helps clinical operations teams

accelerate timelines, stay organized and reduce complexity. 



ArisGlobal is the visionary technology

company that’s transforming the way

today’s most successful Life Sciences

companies develop breakthroughs and

bring new products to market. Our end-to-

end life sciences platform, LifeSphere®,

integrates our proprietary Nava® cognitive

computing engine to automate all core drug

development functions. Designed with a

longterm perspective that spans more than

30 years, LifeSphere® boosts efficiency,

ensures compliance, delivers actionable

insights, and lowers total cost of ownership

through multi-tenant architecture. 

Headquartered in the United States,

ArisGlobal has regional offices in Europe,

India, Japan and China

DELIVERING RESULTS TO

250+
GLOBAL CLIENTS

30
YEARS AS A LEADER IN 

LIFE SCIENCES TECHNOLOGY

80%
OF THE TOP 50 GLOBAL PHARMA

AS CUSTOMERS

100%
COMPLIANCE WITH 

GLOBAL REGULATIONS

Streamlined Study Startup

Automate key study prep activities like budget

planning, site assessments, document distribution,

enrollment and site visit planning. Track submission

milestones and document packages to speed up

study startup.
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LifeSphere® CTMS

We Bring the Future to Life

FEATURES

Site Monitoring Planning

Enables monitors to efficiently conduct and

document monitoring visits with an automated

review and approval process, governed by

user-defined workflows and event-based

planning.

Efficient Study Closeout 

Assists independent audits and study closeout

processes with versatile export capabilities and

out-of-the-box unification with LifeSphere

EDC. Easily provides oversight compliance to

regulatory authorities without requiring them log

into the system.

Simplified Trip Reporting

Supports report app authoring, review, and

approval for large field teams.

Flexible Payments Module

The payment module allows for hassle-free

configuration of payment terms so teams can

easily pay as contracted.

Integrated Document Tracking

Fully integrated document tracking provides

real-time inspection readiness.

Easy Integration

Connects with existing systems via open

architecture, leveraging API connectors and

web services.

Worry-Free Implementation

Fast, professional implementation teams adhere to

industry best practices to get your teams up and

running quickly.

Unified with the LifeSphere Clinical cloud platform – including LifeSphere eTMF and LifeSphere

EDC – to seamlessly connect operations with data management. Single sign-on functionality

provides simple access to a suite of applications, while open architecture ensures rapid integration

with third party applications via API.

Unifying ClinOps and Data Management in the Cloud


